
 

From: Sunset Advisory Commission 
To: Janet Wood 
Subject: FW: TALCB Sunset Review 
Date: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 4:55:54 PM 
Attachments: 05_24_18_0900am_ag_talcb_sunset_review_cover_letter.pdf 

 

    
      

    
   

   
 

   
 

                 
          

 
              

            
 

 
                 

              
            

                  
        

 

             
              
        

 
            
               
             
           

 

          
              

             
              

             
                

From: Alan Gertner  
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 4:35 PM 
To: Sunset Advisory Commission <Sunset@sunset.texas.gov> 
Cc: Kay Hricik <Kay.Hricik@sunset.texas.gov> 
Subject: TALCB Sunset Review 

Greetings Sunset Review Staff, 

My name is Alan Gertner. I am a Real Estate Appraiser in Austin, Tx. I am contacting you 
about the Texas Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board (TALCB) Sunset Review. 

I submitted extensive information to Kay Hricik as part of her TALCB investigation. When I 
reviewed Ms. Hricik’s report, none of the TALCB information or recommendations I provided 
were included. 

I am providing a summary of the info provided to Ms. Hricik. I’ve also attached the 6 page 
cover letter I sent to Ms. Hricik earlier. The cover letter references 19 documents which 
provide supporting information for my claims. All the documents identified in the attached 
cover letter were provided to Ms. Hricik. I will be happy to provide any or all of the 19 
supporting documents if you wish me to do so. 

Summary of the TALCB Issue: 
The TALCB staff were caught lieing on an Appraisal Review when investigating a complaint. 
The TALCB ruling on the complaint rewrote the appraisal regulations for the State of Texas. 
The TALCB ruling is inconsistent with other TALCB rulings. 

The TALCB and Governor’s office originally claimed TALCB rulings were consistent. When it 
was pointed out that the TALCB ruling in this complaint had set a precedent and rewritten 
the appraisal regulations for the State of Texas, TALCB then claimed each TALCB complaint 
and ruling were unique and their rulings did not set a precedent. 

Recommended Action: 
The TALCB interpretation of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 
(USPAP) defines the appraisal regulations for the State of Texas. The only method for the 
Texas appraisal community to know the TALCB interpretation is for all the TALCB complaint 
file docs to be publicly available at no cost. This includes TALCB complaints which are 
dismissed and complaints which are upheld. The complaint file docs may be posted online 
at the TALCB web page. If necessary, personal info such as names could be blacked out of 

mailto:Sunset@sunset.texas.gov
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To:  Kay Hricik Sunset Advisory Commission  sunset@sunset.texas.gov 512-463-1300 


  P.O. Box 13066 


  Austin, Tx  78711 


 


From: Alan Gertner   Tejas Appraisal tejas.appraisal@earthlink.net 512-402-1941 


  202 Lago Verde Dr 


  Austin, Tx  78734 


 


Subject: Texas Appraiser Licensing & Certification Board Sunset review 


 


 


Dear Ms. Hricik, 


Overview 


 


I am writing in regards to the upcoming Texas Appraiser Licensing & Certification Board (TALCB) Sunset 


review (Review). 


 


As identified on the TALCB web page: 


 


“The Texas Legislature established the Texas Appraiser Licensing & Certification Board (TALCB) in  


order to safeguard consumers in matters of real property appraisal services. . . .  The agency also  


provides education and licensing services, as well as regulation and enforcement of state and  


federal laws and requirements that govern real property appraisals.” 


 


I’ve interacted extensively with the TALCB and their overseeing agencies the last couple years.  The 


overseeing agencies include the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) Appraisal 


Subcommittee (ASC) and the Texas Governor’s staff.   


 


This has been an eye opening and disturbing experience.  Significant issues and fallacies were discovered 


in the TALCB operations.  The TALCB is not complying with the Texas Legislature’s intent.  I’m submitting 


this information so you are aware of the issues and may address them.   


 


I’ve included a list of documents at the end of this letter which support my claims. I will forward the 


supporting documents to you as separate emails. 


 


Complaint Submittal and TALCB Ruling 


 


My recent interaction with the TALCB is related to a January 2016 complaint which I submitted to 


TALCB.  The complaint number is #16-138.  In summary, the complaint documented a Client’s appraisal 


assignment Scope of Work (SOW) identified numerous tasks the Appraiser had to perform as part of the 


assignment.  The Appraiser admitted in the appraisal report they did not know how to perform many of 


the SOW requirements, did not perform them and claimed in the report they complied with the Client’s 


SOW requirements. 


 







The complaint included a detailed description of violations of the Uniform Standards of Professional 


Appraisal Practice (USPAP) Competency and Ethics Rules.  The complaint included supporting 


documentation, such as quotes from the appraisal report, USPAP, HUD FHA Handbook 4000.1 and the 


TALCB Bulletin. 


 


TALCB reviewed and dismissed the complaint on 8-11-16.  The TALCB Reviewer based their findings and 


ruling upon online user forum postings and hearsay from a third party.  The TALCB Reviewer ignored the 


detailed allegations and supporting documentation in the complaint.  The TALCB Reviewer also ignored 


the related appraisal standards and assignment Scope of Work (SOW) requirements such as USPAP and 


the HUD FHA Handbook 4000.1. 


 


The TALCB ruling essentially rewrote the appraisal regulations for the State of Texas.  TALCB ruled an 


Appraiser may dismiss client specified assignment SOW requirements and make fraudulent 


representations in the appraisal report.  Neither of these are permitted under USPAP. 


 


TALCB further claimed that their ruling in this complaint did not define a precedent for other appraisal 


assignments.   The TALCB ruling did indeed define a precedent.  TALCB rulings must be consistent.  If the 


TALCB rulings are not consistent, then the TALCB is showing favoritism and corruption. 


 


Due to the numerous issues with the TALCB complaint review, I took several actions: 


 


- I called the TALCB Investigator and spoke with him about the complaint processing.  I was 


shocked by the Investigator’s comments.   


 


- I submitted a response (review) to TALCB on the TALCB review.  My response included detailed 


references which documented the TALCB Investigator’s claims were incorrect.  I also claimed 


and documented the Investigator’s actions constituted gross negligence. 


 


- I requested TALCB reconsider their findings and ruling.   


 


TALCB Reconsider and Updated Ruling 


 


TALCB agreed to reconsider their findings and ruling.  After their 2
nd


 review, TALCB dismissed the 


complaint a 2
nd


 time on 9-27-16. 


 


TALCB submitted a 2
nd


 findings and ruling to dismiss the complaint.  The 2
nd


 ruling was essentially the 


same as the first and the Investigator added a reference to a 3
rd


 party upon which he relied and did not 


identify in his 1
st


 findings and ruling.  The Investigator again ignored the complaint’s documented issues 


and the supporting documentation included with the complaint. 


 


TALCB Commissioner Review 


 


I again raised this complaint’s processing to the TALCB staff.  The TALCB Commissioner provided a 2 


page letter response dated 10/11/2016.  The Commissioner’s response confirmed the complaint was 


dismissed and provided a different explanation why the complaint was dismissed.  The Commissioner’s 


letter states: 


 


 “Based on the plain language of the scope of work rule, it is the appraiser, not the client, who  







 determines and performs the scope of work needed to produce credible results for each appraisal  


 assignment.” 


  . 


  . 


  . 


 “Under the USPAP scope of work and competency rules, an appraiser may define the scope of work 


 in a manner that ensures the appraiser has the required competency to perform the assignment,  


which is precisely what the appraiser did here.” 


 


The TALCB ruling and findings in this complaint have rewritten the appraisal standards and regulations 


for all appraisal assignments in the State of Texas.  The TALCB has ruled an Appraiser may: 


 


- Dismiss client specified assignment SOW requirements. 


 


- Limit the assignment SOW requirements to the tasks the Appraiser has the competency to 


perform. 


 


- Claim they complied with the client’s SOW requirements when they did not, i.e. lie on the 


appraisal.  


 


When I pointed out the TALCB ruling and findings set a precedent which applied to all appraisal 


assignments in Texas, the TALCB staff quickly claimed they did not set a precedent and their ruling could 


not be applied to other appraisal assignments.  The TALCB response raises additional concerns of 


favoritism and corruption within the TALCB organization.  TALCB appears to be a “good ole boys club” 


who randomly decide when and where they will enforce the appraisal regulations. 


 


Texas Governor’s Staff and ASC Response 


 


After TALCB’s response, I sought out the organization(s) who oversee the TALCB.  The two organizations 


who oversee TALCB are the Texas Governor’s staff and the Appraisal Subcommittee (ASC). 


 


I first contacted the Governor’s staff and requested they investigate the TALCB issues.  I corresponded 


with the Governor’s staff several times.   


 


The Governor’s staff confirmed the complaint issues in their email messages (see supporting 


documentation list below).  The Governor’s staff took no action to address the complaint issues and the 


improper manner in which TALCB processed the complaint. 


 


The Governor’s staff TALCB investigation appeared to consist of asking the TALCB staff if the TALCB 


actions were proper.  The Governor’s staff then tried to bury the issues and not have any further action. 


 


I then contacted the ASC staff.  I requested the ASC staff investigate the TALCB issues since this was 


related to USPAP compliance and ASC is responsible for oversight of the state regulatory agencies. 


 


The ASC staff then claimed their oversight authority was limited by Title XI of the Financial Institution’s 


Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989, as amended (Title XI).   The ASC staff claimed they had 


no state board oversight authority to ensure USPAP compliance.  This is not accurate.  I provided a 


detailed response with references to Title XI and related documents confirming ASC does indeed have 







oversight authority to ensure state appraisal regulatory boards comply with and enforce USPAP.  The 


ASC staff ignored this. 


 


Supporting Documentation 


 


I’m sending the following documents as separate emails and attachments.  The documents contain 


supporting information.  The documents are email messages and pdf files.  Many of the email messages 


include attachments which you will need to download.  If you cannot read the email messages and their 


attachments, then please let me know and I will convert them to pdf files and provide them to you. 


 


1. 2016_01_25_16, email, original complaint submittal to TALCB. 


 


2. 2016_08_11_16, pdf, TALCB dismissal & findings. 


 


3. 2016_08_18_16, email, my follow-up to the TALCB dismissal & findings. 


 


4. 2016_09_27_18, pdf, TALCB revised dismissal & findings. 


 


5. 2016_10_06_16, email, Tx Gov staff claim that all standards and guidelines be followed and 


applied properly and uniformly in this case just as in every case.  The staff member then 


confirmed there is a problem with the FHA guidelines.  This confirms the issue(s) identified in 


the complaint.  The TALCB findings and ruling are inconsistent with the Gov’s staff findings. 


 


6. 2016_10_07_16, email, my response to the Tx Gov staff.  I explain the significance and far 


reaching impact of the TALCB ruling. 


 


7. 2016_10_11_16, email, TALCB commissioner response.   


 


8. 2016_10_11_16, pdf, TALCB commissioner’s response (attached to the commissioner’s email 


identified above).  The commissioner’s response rewrites appraisal regulations for all appraisal 


assignments in the State of Texas.  The commissioner’s response is inconsistent with the earlier 


TALCB findings. 


 


9. 2016_10_18_16, email, Tx Gov staff confirm TALCB not following USPAP and FHA guidelines. 


 


10. 2016_10_25_16, email, ASC confirm TALCB on 2 year review cycle. 


 


11. 2016_10_30_16, email, my response to the TALCB commissioner.  I claimed the TALCB ruling 


created a precedent which TALCB must follow when considering similar issues.  


 


12. 2016_11_04_16, email, TALCB claim their ruling did not create a precedent.  TALCB claim none 


of their rulings establish a precedent.  This is in direct contradiction to the Tx Gov staff’s claim 


that the standards and guidelines be followed and applied properly and uniformly in every case. 


 


13. 2016_12_29_16, email, my response to Tx Gov staff’s decision for no further action.  I discuss 


the impact of the TALCB findings and ruling. 


 







14. 2017_01_04_17, email, my response to Tx Gov staff and staff ignoring the complaint issues. 


 


15. 2017_11_16_17, email, ASC staff claim ASC oversight does not include ensuring state regulatory 


board complies with USPAP. 


 


16. 2018_01_22_18, email, I provide detailed references (Title XI FIRREA, etc) which confirm ASC 


has the oversight responsibility to ensure state regulatory comply with USPAP. 


 


17. 2018_02_07_18, email, ASC director claim they reviewed the complaint while onsite at TALCB 


for a Priority Contact visit.   


 


18. 2018_02_21_18, email, my response to the ASC director and detailed references confirming ASC 


has Title XI and related oversight responsibility to ensure USPAP compliance. 


 


19. 2018_04_10_18, email, ASC director consider issue closed and no further action. 


 


 


Summary 


 


As stated on the TALCB web page: 


 


“The Texas Legislature established the Texas Appraiser Licensing & Certification Board (TALCB) in  


order to safeguard consumers in matters of real property appraisal services. . . .  The agency also  


provides education and licensing services, as well as regulation and enforcement of state and  


federal laws and requirements that govern real property appraisals.” 


 


As identified in the detailed description above, the TALCB is not currently complying with their 


responsibilities.  This must be addressed. 


 


Currently, there is a huge fallacy between the perception of the TALCB and the actual workings of the 


TALCB. 


 


I request you consider the following: 


 


1. Ensure the TALCB oversight organization(s) make TALCB fulfill their responsibilities.   


The overseeing organizations include ASC and the Texas Governor’s staff.  The TALCB 


responsibilities include ensuring USPAP compliance and enforcement per Title XI FIRREA and 


related regulations.  Without this, USPAP is worthless and gives the public a false sense of 


security.   


 


2. Ensure TALCB complies with and enforces USPAP and related regulations. 


 


3. Ensure the TALCB complaint findings and rulings are consistent.  If the TALCB finding and rulings 


are not consistent, then TALCB is a “good ole boys club” with favoritism and corruption to 


benefit the TALCB staff and their associates and penalize other Appraisers.   


 


4. TALCB must make each complaint’s details, findings and ruling publicly available at no charge.  


The TALCB finding and rulings establish the “law” that Appraisers must follow.  The Appraisers 







and Appraisal industry must have access to this information so they know how to conduct their 


business activities and comply with the TALCB interpretation of the appraisal regulations.  All 


complaints must be available since dismissed complaint rulings and findings may be as 


important (or more important) than upheld complaints.   


 


This is similar to case law in the legal system and establishes the precedents for similar issues in 


the future. 


 


If the TALCB do not publicize their rulings and findings, then the TALCB becomes a “good ole 


boys club” which benefits the TALCB staff and their associates and penalizes other Appraisers. 


 


Thank you for consideration of these matters. 


 


Please contact me if you have any questions. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 
 


Alan Gertner 


Tejas Appraisal 
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the complaint file docs before posting them online. 

This is the same concept as case law in the legal system. In the legal system the laws exist, 
but the court’s interpretation of the law is what the public must follow and is referred to as 
case law. USPAP defines the law for the appraisal community, but the TALCB interpretation 
of USPAP identifies what the Texas appraisal community must follow. The case law concept 
also ensures the court or TALCB rulings are consistent. 

The Texas appraisal community does not have readily available access to the TALCB 
complaint files. The Texas appraisal community does not know the TALCB interpretation of 
the appraisal regulations. 

The current TALCB method to provide complaint info to the appraisal community is not 
adequate. The TALCB posts summary complaint information on their website for complaints 
which are upheld. The TALCB does not post complaints that are dismissed. The dismissed 
complaints may be as important (or even more important) than the complaints that are 
upheld. The TALCB complaint summary is insufficient to determine the complaint details, 
the basis for the TALCB ruling and the TALCB interpretation of the related appraisal 
regulation(s). The TALCB option to require payment to obtain a complaint file is too 
expensive and unreasonable since the complaint file may be posted electronically on the 
TALCB web site and made available to the appraisal community at no cost. 

Summary 
Please consider requiring TALCB make all complaint file docs available at no cost. This is the 
only method for the Texas appraisal community to identify the TALCB interpretation of the 
appraisal regulations. 

Due to the importance of this matter, I would also like to sign up to speak before the Sunset 
Review Commission at the public hearing on Nov 14 & 15, 2018. 

Please confirm you have received this message. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thank you in advance for your time. 

Sincerely, 
Alan Gertner 




